Onset of atrial arrhythmias elicited by autonomic modulation of rabbit sinoatrial node activity: a modeling study
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Muñoz MA, Kaur J, Vigmond EJ. Onset of atrial arrhythmias elicited by autonomic modulation of rabbit sinoatrial node activity: a modeling study. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol. 301: H1974–H1983, 2011. First published August 19, 2011; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00059.2011.—Neuronal modulation of the sinoatrial node (SAN) plays a crucial role in the initiation and maintenance of atrial arrhythmias (AF), although the exact mechanisms remain unclear. We used a computer model of a rabbit right atrium (RA) with a heterogeneous SAN and detailed ionic current descriptions for atrial and SAN myocytes to explore reentry initiation associated with autonomic activity. Heterogeneous acetylcholine (ACh)-dependent ionic responses along with L-type Ca current ($I_{Ca,L}$) upregulation were incorporated in the SAN only. During control, activation was typical with the leading pacemaker site located close to the superior vena cava or the intercaval region. With cholinergic stimulation, activation patterns frequently included caudal shifts of the leading pacemaker site and occasional double breakthroughs. The model became increasingly arrhythmogenic for the ACh concentration $>$20 nM and for large $I_{Ca,L}$ conductance. Reentries obtained included counterclockwise rotors in the free wall, clockwise reentry circulating between the SAN and free wall, and typical flutter. The SAN was the cause of reentry with a common leading sequence of events: a bradycardic beat with shifting in the caudal direction, followed by a premature beat or unidirectional block within the SAN. Electrotetrotonic loading, and not just overdrive pacing, squelches competing pacemaker sites in the SAN. Cholinergic stimulation concomitant with $I_{Ca,L}$ upregulation shifts leading pacemaker site and can lead to reentry. A heterogeneous response to autonomic innervation, a large myocardial load, and an extensive SAN in the intercaval region are required for neurally induced SAN-triggered reentry.

(ATRIAL FIBRILLATION (AF) is the most common and diverse cardiac arrhythmia (21). Experimental observations have illustrated the crucial role that neuronal mechanisms have in its initiation and maintenance (33). Atrial arrhythmias can be induced in dogs by localized electrical stimuli applied to nerve branches of the thoracic vagosympathetic complex (31) or mediastinal nerves (2, 31). Experiments show that acetylcholine (ACh) can trigger reentry and AF in the right atrium (RA) and that adrenergic stimulation facilitates both AF initiation and maintenance (33). Atropine completely abolishes bradycardia and subsequent tachyarrhythmias, indicating that cholinergic efferents play a predominant role in induction (33).

Different studies describe a similar sequence of events for arrhythmias originating in the RA that were induced by neural stimulation: cycle length (CL) prolongation, often with leading pacemaker site (LPS) shifting, followed by an atrial premature beat (APB), and subsequent tachyarrhythmia (1, 2, 31, 33). The escape beat initiating the tachyarrhythmia is primarily located in either the intercaval region or an area underlying a major ganglionic plexus (2). However, the electrophysiologic conditions necessary that give rise to the preceding observations and reentry remain unelucidated. Given the extensive size and strong heterogeneity of the SAN, we propose that it is these properties that can lead to the SAN itself triggering reentry.

Tissue simulations have studied SAN (10) and AF initiation under different ACh distributions and L-type Ca current ($I_{Ca,L}$) upregulation (19, 22, 37). Recent SAN modeling studies have been limited to one dimension or a thin radial slice (8, 30), and thus the inferior/superior LPS shifting has not been a target of study. Furthermore, extension of these one-dimensional (1D) gradient models to three-dimensional (3D) is ambiguous, as it can be performed by either rotation or translation. Rotation is suggested by the models of Zhang et al. (40) and Cloherty et al. (10), while translation is inline with the work of Dobrzynski et al. (14). Since it is experimentally very difficult to determine the origin of an isolated SAN cell, the intrinsic heterogeneity pattern remains controversial. How the pattern affects SAN function and arrhythmogenesis has not been studied in a 3D model. Thus despite modeling and much experimental work, the behavior of the neurally modulated SAN in arrhythmia initiation remains unclear.

The purpose of this study was build a 3D mathematical SAN model that incorporated known vertical and horizontal gradients in ionic and coupling properties to understand how SAN heterogeneity can initiate reentry in the RA under neural stimulation, as well as determine the neural excitation patterns that trigger reentry. We constructed a detailed rabbit RA computer model with an embedded heterogeneous SAN. We incorporated vagally mediated ACh effects, $I_{Ca,L}$ upregulation that resembled adrenergic stimulation, and conductance variation within the SAN. We methodically examine and expose how these factors cause LPS shifting and APBs, ultimately leading to reentry, providing clear mechanisms. By amalgamating known electrophysiological data, we are able to reproduce and explain a large set of experimentally observed organ-level behavior.

METHODS

 Ionic models. The Kurata ionic model that appropriately represents effects of channel blockers and incorporates Ca$^{2+}$ handling (24–27) was used for central, intermediate, and peripheral action potentials (APs) in the SAN region. Membrane ionic flow include the following components:

$$I_{tot} = I_{Ca,L} + I_{Ca,T} + I_K + I_Ka + I_Na + I_Na + I_h + I_o + I_Na + I_{NaK} + I_{NaCa} \quad (1)$$

- The region outside the SAN used the lapine Lindblad model (28) and was homogeneous since arrhythmia maintenance was not the object of the study but only arrhythmia initiation.
RA and SAN geometry. To provide the basic atrial structure, a human finite element mesh obtained with MRI was reduced in size to match that of a rabbit. It comprised 315,986 nodes and 1,065,333 tetrahedral elements with an average length of 100 μM. A rabbit SAN and block zone, as determined by 3D computer reconstructions (14) (Fig. 1A), was superimposed on the mesh using the crista terminalis (CT) as one boundary. The CT was considered peripheral as proposed in histological (14, 36) and electrophysiological studies (20) and was not explicitly modeled.

SAN heterogeneity. The SAN is heterogeneous with AP properties and cell size changing from the center to periphery (20). We used a gradient SAN model to recreate the experimentally measured heterogeneity in intrinsic pacemaker activity between the center and periphery in individual cells and in the intact SAN (8, 10, 39). Two gradient distributions were implemented as have been suggested by earlier work: model 1, where peripheral cells were predominant and encircled the SAN in a 3D model, an extension of 1D models implemented by Zhang et al. (40) and Cloherty et al. (10); and model 2, where central cells are located in the intercaval region and peripheral cells are located on the epicardial surface of the CT as determined by Dobrzynski et al. (14) (Fig. 1B). Both gradients were implemented as six zones distributed horizontally from the center to the CT. Cell capacitance was increased with an exponential dependence on distance to the center. The $g_{Na}$, $g_{Ca,L}$, $g_{K}$, $g_{Na}$, $g_{K}$, and $g_{K}$ were altered as functions of capacitance ($C_m$; Ref. 40). Values varied between the extrema assigned in the Kurata model (27). Full details are given in the online Supplement Material (Supplemental Material for this article is available online at the Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol website).

SAN electrical activity is also heterogeneous from inferior to superior regions. Vertically, there is a gradient in action potential duration (APD) and CL along with a marked loss of excitability in the inferior region (7). This heterogeneity was implemented by decreasing $g_{K}$ in the caudal direction as suggested by Boyett et al. (7). Poor conduction in the block zone (4) has been explained by a lack or reduced number of myocytes and by reduced excitability (14, 16). The block zone was modeled by removing $I_{Ca,L}$ and by lowering electrical coupling (6).

SAN conductivity. Experiments regarding gap junction distribution within the SAN suggest that central coupling is poor with mainly connexin (Cx) 45 present, believed to protect central intrinsic pacemaker activity from the suppressive influence of the surrounding hyperpolarized muscle (14, 36). These studies also showed a gradient in electrical coupling from the center, where Cx43 is absent, to the periphery, where Cx43 is present. This gradient and the lower SAN conductivity could also result from a lower gap junction density and more fibroblasts (9). We used two uniform conductivity regions: a low conductivity zone comprising horizontal regions 1–3 and a high conductivity zone in contact with the RA comprising comprising regions 4–6. This was a mix of the uniform conductivity profile favoring frequency entrainment of SAN cells and the linear profile favoring propagation to the myocardium (10). Conductances for control in these regions were set to 125 and 250 mS/m, respectively, while myocardial conductivity was set to 250 mS/m, which produced a conduction velocity of 62 cm/s close to the planar wave velocity for the rabbit atria of 30–80 cm/s (40).

ACh stimulation. Experiments have classified SAN response into two types based on ACh input, either bath ACh application or transient/periodic vagal nerve stimulation. Specifically, $I_{K,ACh}$, $I_{Ca,L}$, $I_t$, $I_{Na}$, $I_{Na}$, $I_K$, and $I_{Na}$ are involved in the parasympathetic modulation of the SAN (12). Direct modulation of $I_{K,ACh}$ and indirect modulation of $I_{Ca,L}$ and $I_t$ are mainly responsible for bath ACh applications (high ACh concentration ([ACh]); Ref. 41), while $I_{Na}$ and $I_{Na}$ along with the currents affected during bath stimulation are affected during vagally released ACh stimulation (low [ACh]; Refs. 12, 41).

We used the Zhang ACh model (41), where [ACh] activates $I_{K,ACh}$ directly, inhibits $I_{Ca,L}$ by cAMP modulation, and inhibits $I_t$ by shifting its activation curve to more positive voltages depending on [cAMP] (13). Figure 2A shows simulated APs for different cell types and [ACh]s. Spontaneous activity stopped at very high [ACh] (1,000 nM). Figure 2B shows the heterogeneity in SAN AP properties for all regions. APD decreased and CL increased in all cell models in a [ACh]-dependent manner. ACh effects were not implemented outside of the SAN.

LPS shifting is believed to be due to a differential sensitivity to neurotransmitters and heterogeneity of ionic channels (41), although uneven cholinergic and adrenergic innervation can also produce this effect (11). Functionally, these factors are inseparable. Shifting of the LPS was induced by a differential sensitivity to [ACh]s within the SAN and by [ACh] gradients along the horizontal and vertical direc-
three levels of peripheral (13) were explored (control conditions) for each SAN gradient model: ratio (\(\frac{H_{9262}}{H_{9262}}\) and \(\frac{I}{I}\)) was varied in three patterns: a homogeneous [ACh] resembling bath ACh (12), an [ACh] gradient in the inferior direction with maximal ACh in superior regions, and in the inferior and peripheral directions with maximal ACh in central and superior regions, resembling vagal stimulation (3, 16). Finally, adrenergic effects were combined with cholinergic effects for a total of 289 simulations. Details are given in the online Supplement Material.

RESULTS

Activation patterns under control conditions. Activation maps during sinus rhythm registered typical monofocal activation patterns, with the LPS in the superior SAN near the superior vena cava (SVC) and in the central SAN (Fig. 3; online Supplemental Movie Control-LPS). With a superior LPS, activation rapidly propagated over the superior free wall and appendage, in agreement with experiments (35). With a central LPS, activation spread radially along the inferior and superior SAN, reaching the free wall and subsequently the appendage (16). The last region activated was the area below the coronary sinus at the tricuspid valve, 73.33 \(\pm\) 1.17 ms for a superior LPS and 74.66 \(\pm\) 1.86 ms for a central LPS, which agrees well with experiments (6, 7). Conduction velocities around the LPS, measured during the first 20 ms of activation in the vertical direction (toward the SVC), were 7.64 and 9.07 cm/s for a superior and central LPS, respectively (see Fig. 3). Horizontally (toward the free wall), the corresponding velocities were 3.63 and 2.9 cm/s. These values were in close agreement with experiments (16). APD maps of these two patterns (Fig. 3) show that the LPS has the longest APD as is expected. For the superior LPS, the central region also has a longer APD, indicating a competing site that was squelched.

Gradients within the SAN for different levels of \(g_{Ca,L}\), \(g_{Kr}\), and \(g_{Ks}\) were compared with nominal gradient values. We observed superior or typical LPS (Fig. 3A) in four simulations and a central LPS in two. The initial breakout originated in the first three central regions of the SAN for both cases. The superior LPS was the result of the \(g_{Kr}\) vertical gradient, and the central LPS resulted from low peripheral \(g_{Ca,L}\) (50%), which countered the \(g_{Ks}\) gradient. Regions of inexcitability or poor activation were observed, being the inferior and superior SAN for a central LPS (Fig. 3), and a small region slightly distal to a superior LPS, as observed experimentally (7). These unexcited regions were functional in nature: when the SAN was excited, a sudden, large increase in myocardial electrotonic load drew current from the SAN, producing hyperpolarization and preventing depolarization in near threshold cells.

Effects of cholinergic stimulation on LPS. Cholinergic stimulation induced bradycardic beats, caudally shifting the LPS by 5.77 \(\pm\) 0.26 mm (see Fig. 4A), as observed in vivo (2, 31) and in vitro (16, 35). Less frequently, vagal stimulation induced double breakthroughs (Fig. 4B and Table 1), with simultaneous LPSs adjacent to the SVC and inferior vena cava, also observed experimentally (16, 31). A higher ACh dependence in the superior SAN led to longer APD and cycle length reductions than in the inferior region. Since \(I_{Ca,L}\) was the main depolarizing current, a larger \(g_{Ca,L}\) in the periphery helped propagation into the myocardium. Thus inferior LPSs were depolarized.
most frequently associated with high \([ACh]\) and a large \(g_{Ca,L}\) gradient (Table 1). Double breakouts were more likely for intermediate \([ACh]\) (40 nM), since this was not high enough to abolish the superior LPS. A high peripheral \(g_{Ca,L}\) also facilitated double breakout, by increasing excitability and diminishing \(ACh\) effects in superior regions. (See online Supplemental Movie Double-LPS.)

APs for the LPS shift in Fig. 4A show that RA excitation drew significant current from the SAN, causing hyperpolarization in superior SAN regions (solid arrow in A1) immediately preceding depolarization. This is similar to the process generating inexcitable regions; however, here, the regions activated. Double activations only occurred for one beat (Fig. 4B). Ensuing double breakouts failed because subsequent superior LPSs activated slightly sooner and upon reaching the free wall drew current that squelched the emerging inferior LPS. Similar hyperpolarization spikes were observed after double breakouts in the inferior SAN (solid arrow in Fig. 4B3). Such dual breakout patterns led to propagation in distinct directions with shorter activation times, averaging \((64.73 \pm 2.60\) ms), almost 10 ms shorter than sinus. The third and following beats were monofocal superior LPSs as seen experimentally (1).

Homogeneous \([ACh]\) did not cause LPS shifting, but CL increased with increased \([ACh]\), 64.63% for 80 nM, 14.53% for 20 nM, and 7.08% for 10 nM, similar to previous studies (23, 41). Spontaneous CL also depended on the particular \(ACh\) gradient applied. Increases in CL of 54.95, 37.20, and 8.85% were obtained for five, four, and three vertical regions of \(ACh\) stimulation, respectively, with a maximum \([ACh]\) of 80 nM. Vagal stimulation also induced hyperpolarization (16, 23). On average, minimum diastolic potential decreased by 8% in superior, 15% in central, and 3% in inferior SAN cells. The maximum increase was observed in central regions where \([ACh]\)s were stronger.

**Types of reentry.** Reentry occurred with \(ACh\) stimulation after APBs escaped the SAN or when a wavefront within the SAN was blocked by refractory tissue. Reentry initiated by APBs was elicited when an escape beat of short coupling interval reached the myocardium. A delay in the wavefront exiting the SAN induced a spiral wave in front of the SAN region where the APB was located (Fig. 5B, 1,255–1,505 ms). This mechanism generated counterclockwise reentry for inferior APBs and clockwise reentry for superior APBs (Figs. 5 and 6 and online Supplemental Movies Counter-Clockwise-Reentry and Clockwise-Reentry). Reentry initiated by unidirectional block after LPS shifting, was elicited when refractory tissue and \(ACh\) prevented and attenuated RA excitation in the inferior SAN causing the wavefront to displace to the superior SAN, from where the RA was activated. If the free wall was initially activated, clockwise reentry was generated (Fig. 6), but if activation reached the appendage first, atrial flutter was obtained (see online Supplemental Movie Flutter). LPS shifting was required for unidirectional block, since a shifted beat encountered tissue.

---

**Fig. 3.** Activation maps (left), transmembrane voltages (middle), and APD maps (right) for different leading pacemaker sites (LPSs). A: superior LPS. B: central LPS. Voltage traces were obtained at locations labeled in A. Activation and APD maps were computed over yellow windows. The 10-ms isochrones are displayed on activation maps with black indicating inexcitable regions. Arrows in time traces indicate the sequence of propagation within the SAN.
not fully recovered in the inferior SAN. Otherwise, with a stable LPS, the beat encountered recovered tissue upon exiting the SAN, resulting in sinus activity.

Figure 5 shows APs and activations for two counterclockwise reentry episodes induced after a sustained 80 nM [ACh] was applied superiorly and no ACh inferiorly, with high \( g_{Ca,L} \).

The first episode had five reentry cycles lasting 670 ms, and the second had four cycles lasting 495 ms. Initially, waves circulated from the inferior to superior SAN, (Fig. 5B, 1,240–1,340 ms), but during the final stage, the spiral wave detached from the SAN, into the free wall (Fig. 5B, 1,350–1,450 ms), until it annihilated itself after collision with refractory tissue near the appendage. An initial bradycardic beat in this episode originated from the superior LPS, shown in the first AP of Fig. 5A, followed by a shorter beat (Fig. 5A4) that was ended by an APB originating in the inferior SAN (Fig. 5A3). This APB initiated tachycardia, with reentrant activity overriding the pacemaker function, in accordance with previous studies (31, 33) (see online Supplemental Movie Counter-Clockwise-Reentry).

Figure 6 shows clockwise reentry after sustained 80 nM cholinergic stimulation in the superior and central SAN and 20 nM in the inferior and peripheral SAN, with a high \( g_{Ca,L} \) gradient. This episode consisted of six cycles lasting 980 ms. The wavefront circulated from the superior SAN and SVC to the free wall and back to the inferior SAN until refractory tissue in the inferior SAN terminated reentry. An initial bradycardic beat from the SAN center in this episode is shown in Fig. 6A2, followed by a beat that initiated in the inferior SAN that was unidirectionally blocked (Fig. 6A3). The remaining activity moved cranially within the SAN and activated the RA from the superior SAN causing reentry (Fig. 6, A4 and C, 275 ms). This type of reentry was also obtained by superior SAN APBs after ACh (see online Supplemental Movie Clockwise-Reentry).

Vulnerability to reentry. Reentry inducibility depends mostly on the parameters assigned to the SAN region as summarized in Fig. 7. Probabilities for APBs were proportional to those for reentry. For both gradient models, APBs increased with an increase in \( g_{Ca,L} \). [ACh] >20 nM was necessary for a
higher probability of reentry. Increasing \( g_{Kr} \) and \( g_{Ks} \) to 150\% had an antiarrhythmic effect, diminishing the number of APBs. Conductivity within the SAN had no significant effect on arrhythmia formation but on intrinsic pacemaker rate. With increased conductivity, electrotonic load on pacemaker cells increased, decreasing pacemaker rate. The number of APBs and reentry cycles were approximately two and four times higher, respectively, for SAN model 2. Reentry within the SAN resulted from APBs caused by APBs in most of the cases. APBs that started inferiorly gave rise to counterclockwise reentry, the opposite sense to reentry initiated by superior APBs.

**DISCUSSION**

This work presents the first realistic 3D geometrical SAN model with a complex distribution of ACh response that emulated parasympathetic stimulation (41) and complex \( g_{Ca,L} \), \( g_{Kr} \), and \( g_{Ks} \) upregulation that were related to sympathetic stimulation (12), along with a variation in electrical coupling. Previous SAN models to date have been 1D or a thin radial slice (8, 30) and are, thus, unable to capture the phenomenon studied herein. Building upon histological, anatomical, and mapping studies, our SAN model captured a broad array of experimentally observed behavior and offers comprehensive mechanistic insight into SAN function and neurally induced AF genesis. All activity derived from the automaticity of the SAN complex. We systematically examined effects of the aforementioned factors on LPS disturbances and reentry formation. We provide a novel mechanism for SAN triggered reentry due to the interaction of LPS shifting, myocardial loading leading to transient unidirectional block, and APB formation. We also show that an LPS emerges because of electrotonic loading, which suppresses competing sites, and not merely overdrive pacing wherein the fastest pacemaker triggers the others. If overdrive pacing were the only mechanism, SAN propagation velocity would be much higher.

As in experiments (2, 16, 31, 33), cholinergic concomitant with adrenergic stimulation promoted reentry. We identified the pacemaker complex itself as a possible source of reentry. The common sequence of events preceding reentry comprised a bradycardic beat with a LPS shift toward the inferior SAN, followed by an APB and/or unidirectional block within the SAN, and subsequent reentry or tachycardia. This was possibly owing to the extensive SAN and

![Fig. 5. Counterclockwise reentry after vagal stimulation. A: voltage traces were obtained at locations labeled in B upper. An atrial premature beat (APB) occurs leading to conduction block labeled in A1. Arrows indicate direction of propagation. Cycle lengths are indicated in A4 to show the initiation and termination of the reentry. B: activation maps for 2 cycles of reentry over the periods (ms) indicated. C: voltage maps taken at the times indicated in ms since ACh application. 10-mV isopotentials are drawn.](image)

![Fig. 6. Clockwise reentry after vagal stimulation. A: voltage traces were obtained at locations labeled in B. An atrial premature beat (APB) occurs leading to conduction block labeled in A1. Arrows indicate direction of propagation. Cycle lengths in trace 4 (myocardium) show the onset of the reentry. B: activation maps for 2 cycles of reentry over the periods (ms) indicated. C: voltage maps taken at the times indicated in ms since ACh application. 10-mV isopotentials are drawn.](image)
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heterogeneous autonomic response implemented that led to LPS instability and APBs and/or unidirectional block. These reentry episodes could develop into AF with further APD heterogeneities (22, 37). When APBs were present, rotors of both chirality circulating between the SAN and free wall resulted, while unidirectional conduction block generated flutter or clockwise reentry. The most common types of reentry were 1) counterclockwise spirals in the free wall that had detached from the SAN, 2) clockwise reentry originating in the SAN and circulating between the SAN and free wall, and 3) flutter resulting from unidirectional block. We found that the model became arrhythmogenic when the LPS shifted with $[ACh] > 20$ nM and $g_{Ca,L}$ was increased. The concentric gradient (model 1) with fewer central cells was more stable and less arrhythmogenic, making it more plausible than model 2. While experiments have confirmed gradients, the exact gradient is difficult to measure because the large change in properties over small distances makes it difficult to know exactly where samples have been taken from.

Activation during control and $ACh$. In control, activation maps revealed typical excitation patterns for both atrial substrates (Fig. 3A) with the LPS situated consistently in the intercaval region and activation spreading smoothly over the RA in 70—80 ms (34). In a simulation subset, immediately after $ACh$ application, bradycardic impulses arose in the inferior central SAN but activation was monofocal. We found that the LPS caudal shift in the intercaval region (Fig. 3) was mainly in response to cholinergic effects but to a lesser degree in response to $g_{Ca,L}$ increases.

We present here the first bifocal activation of the SAN obtained in a computer model (Fig. 4B) that has been reported in vitro and in vivo (1, 5, 16, 31). Some studies (29) have suggested that impulse propagation is generated by a relatively small group of primary pacemaker cells in the central intercaval SAN. SAN impulse initiation was dynamic, and multicentric with more than one focus, as suggested by Boineau et al. (5). In model 2 (Fig. 1B), where the numbers of central and peripheral cells were similar, the LPS was more dynamic and the occurrence of double breakouts was higher. Double breakouts were uncommon since the myocardial load drew large current that squelched competing emerging pacemaker sites. This may be an antiarrhythmic design to prevent the interaction of multiple pacemakers.

Although electrical coupling anisotropy was not implemented in our model, heterogeneity of cell properties generated a highly anisotropic spread of activation, with cranial propagation twice as fast as cross-CT. Conduction velocities obtained near the SAN center were very similar to those observed in electrical and optical mappings (7, 16). There was no conduction between the intercaval region and septum through the block zone. The septum was activated after SAN activity propagated around the SVC and inferior vena cava, as observed experimentally (6, 16). Thus AP differences within the SAN, and low coupling, may be the chief factors for anisotropic propagation in the central SAN.

We observed a low excitable zone in the inferior SAN during basal conditions during control for central and superior LPSs (black regions in activation maps of Fig. 3) as has been seen experimentally (1, 7). This zone was functional, created by current extraction from the SAN during RA excitation. The SAN produced sufficient current to excite the myocardium, and not a great excess, otherwise multiple LPSs would be much more common.

Reentry and tachyarrhythmias. Comparing activity during reentry induced by $ACh$ stimulation with typical activation, rhythm increases and APBs were found. Earlier, Sharifov et al. (33) reported focal or reentrant rapid activity in a RA preparation after $ACh$ administration through the SAN artery. This focal activity was located intercavally but only after the onset of tachycardia, with impulses tending to start from ectopic RA locations. APBs that started in the CT with a short coupling interval (138 ms) resulted in conduction block and reentrant excitation in the free wall. Later, Armour et al. (2) and Pagé et al. (31) found early breakouts in the free wall and CT and lines of block in the free wall. These epicardial breakouts were associated in endocardial mappings to locations near the SVC, CT, and interatrial septum by Armour et al. (2). The onset mechanism and activation pattern of counterclockwise reentry caused by APBs in the inferior SAN region with a coupling interval of $153 \pm 34$ ms (Fig. 5) were similar to the early breakouts in the free wall and CT observed by Sharifov et al. (33) and Armour et al. (2). Armour and colleagues (2, 31) also found early epicardial breakouts located in Bachmann’ s bundle and the adjacent base of the appendage, similar to the APBs in the superior SAN region and unidirectional block in the inferior SAN region (Fig. 6) that produced clockwise reentry in this study.

Locations that underlie neurons in the dorsal component of RA ganglionated plexus raise the possibility of a neuronal element involved in arrhythmogenesis, similar to this work.
Nerve stimulation induced changes in different SAN regions in electrical (23, 38), and optical recordings (16) demonstrate a neuronal component. Therefore, we conclude that heterogeneous cholinergic and adrenergic stimulation of a broad intercaval SAN model in the RA is more prone to leading pacemaker imbalances, producing APBs and unidirectional blocks that give rise to reentrant wavefronts.

Reentry mechanisms—SAN role. Sharifov et al. (33) reported that tachycardia is modulated by β-adrenergoreceptors and is suppressed if ACh effects are blocked by atropine, suggesting a mixed sympathetic and parasympathetic influence like that proposed by this model. Adrenergic tone enhanced by isoproterenol decreased the [ACh] needed and significantly prolonged AF; in addition, AF could not be induced by a very intense isoproterenol stimulation (33). For both atrial substrates, increases in $g_{Ca,L}$ increased reentry and APB probabilities and an [ACh] >20 nM that induced a change in the leading pacemaker position were necessary for arrhythmia formation, irrespective of $g_{Ca,L}$. The effects of simultaneous sympathetic and vagal stimulation on RA refractoriness are not only additive but also synergistic. In our model, the parasympathetic tone tends to move the LPS inferiorly, but the increase in $g_{Ca,L}$ makes the whole system more excitable. The end result is that pacemaking is not squelched in the superior region and the inferior starts to generate impulses, leading to interaction and reentry.

In pulmonary vein experiments, simultaneous adrenergic and cholinergic stimulation during rapid pacing facilitated the development of APBs and tachycardias by abbreviated APDs that elevated diastolic $[Ca^{2+}]_i$ and increased forward Na/Ca exchanger activity (32). In our work, increasing [ACh] decreased APD, and increasing L-type calcium channels increased the magnitude of the $Ca^{2+}$ influx, resulting in APBs within the SAN where $g_{Ca,L}$ was higher. $I_{K,ACH}$ activation also leads to hyperpolarization and CL increases, which generated strong rebound effects in the area of highest hyperpolarization, also helping APB formation. Some beats triggering reentry in the RA, which have been traditionally been assumed ectopic by investigators, may really have originated from the large SAN region.

Pagé et al. (31) investigated reentry by stimulating the vagosympathetic trunk that is mainly parasympathetic (10% sympathetic) and mediastinal nerves that have greater sympathetic effect. They found that mediastinal nerve stimulation occupied smaller areas of neurally induced repolarization changes, and more frequent reentrant activity in the free wall with lines of block. For stimulation of the vagosympathetic trunk, they found more frequent early activity foci with radial spread and dual breakouts. Depending on the type of nerve stimulated, different mechanisms were involved. This is corroborated by our work where a change in any of the parameters analyzed can spawn clockwise, counterclockwise, or flutter reentries.

Another factor contributing to arrhythmias was the transient region of inexcitability in the inferior or superior SAN region during control conditions (Fig. 3). Vinogradova et al. (38) suggested inexcitable regions serving as obstacles to create reentry. Here we show the regions may temporarily block activity but then recover to establish the reentrant circuit. These regions contributed to APB induction and LPS shifting. If an inexcitable region occurred in the inferior SAN, after ACh stimulation, the LPS shifted and activated the inferior SAN more easily because of the small region of recovered tissue.

Recently, Fedorov et al. (15, 17) found discrete exit points in the canine SAN but, in a study of murine hearts, did not note any (18). In our rabbit model, exit points were functional and anatomically distinct exit points were not necessary for proper physiological function. Hence, the SAN frequency was the same as the free wall. Furthermore, given that peripheral cells in our model have an intrinsically higher frequency, they will be the LPS unless sufficiently electrotonically loaded, which may not be possible with only a very limited number of discrete junctions. However, discrete exit points may be needed in larger hearts where electrotonic effects may not be sufficient to capture the whole SAN and squelch competing pacemaker sites. Regardless, we are able to replicate essential features of SAN behavior that is also seen in larger hearts. In these larger hearts, it is possible that extra exit points present in individuals may lead to reentry as we describe and that these exit points may only become functional under high autonomic tone. Discrete sites may also lead to reentry if activity originating from the exit site nearest the LPS reaches the other exit site and finds it recovered.

Study limitations. Since ACh stimulation was limited only to the SAN tissue, the duration and number of wavefronts during reentry were smaller. SAN reentry induction mechanisms would not be affected by incorporating neural effects in the atrium. Simulations with neurally induced APD heterogeneities in the atrium should be a next step in this study where a more comprehensive and complex cholinergic and adrenergic stimulation model can be investigated. This will also allow us to study maintenance of reentries.

The geometry was human, but was scaled to rabbit dimensions, and had the common mammalian morphology. All other parameters in the model were lapine. Septal muscles and a CT were not explicitly represented, although poor trans CT coupling was implemented.

Reentry and tachycardias emerged after one or two bradycardic beats, not consistent with the involvement of a more slowly developing adrenergic influence, because adrenergic effects were modeled as simple $g_{Ca,L}$ upregulation without considering a dynamic [cAMP] and other currents. Cholinergic and adrenergic stimulation share common cellular and neuronal pathways in antagonistic manners that make it difficult to model simultaneous activation. We have taken the approach to only model the final effect on ion transport and have investigated a broad range that covers all possible combinations. Furthermore, while vagal effects are not instantaneous experimentally, negative chronotropic effects manifest in <1 safter nerve stimulation onset.

There are discrepancies between AP morphology as produced by this study and those recorded experimentally. Given the high degree of heterogeneity in intrinsic AP properties and coupling found in situ occurring over very small distances, the model is unable to capture all subtleties necessary. However, basic cycle length and amplitude properties are maintained.

In conclusion, coupling in and around the SAN must be delicately balanced so that the SAN provides current periodically to excite the myocardium but, at the same time, is protected against itself and the myocardium from premature
reexcitation. Gradients in ionic properties must exist to protect a pacemaking region from electrotonic suppression and allow for the excitation to leave the SAN. Under high autonomic tone, the broad, heterogeneous SAN region produces responses leading to severe LPS shifting, multiple pacemaker sites, APBs, and transient block that can lead to reentry. These mechanisms may account for the onset of some forms of paroxysmal or vagotonic AF, or flutter.
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